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History The achievements of the earliest civilisations – Egypt study Year 4 ________ Term

Old Kingdom
c. 2650 BC

many pyramids built
rise of power

|

King Djoser

Middle Kingdom
c. 1975 BC

funerary rites
|

shabti figures
great wealth

|

King Mentuhotep II

New Kingdom
c. 1539 BC

powerful rulers
kings and queens

King Tutankhamun 
buried in tombs

|

King Ramesses II

Greeks conquer Egypt
332 BC

Alexander the 
Great 

Romans control Egypt
30 BC 

reign of pharaohs ends 
|

death of Cleopatra VII
1st decline
Ø weak kings
Ø Egypt divided 
Ø many rulers

2nd decline
Ø Egypt invaded
Ø Hyksos people rule

3rd decline
Ø priests ruled 

southern Egypt
Ø Nubia invaded Egypt

Indus Valley Civilisation 
Pakistan and NW India 2,500 BC

|

river civilisation

government not kings
city-states, roads, drains, writing

|

1700 BC declined and deserted

Shang Dynasty - China 1600 
BC
|

river civilisation 
Yellow River - led by kings,

experts in bronze, jade,
writing, calendars, maths

|

1046 BC Shang defeated
people revolted against the king

Sumer – ‘land of civilised kings’
Iraq and Kuwait 3,000 BC

|

river civilisation 
Tigris and Euphrates

writing, laws, city-states
|

1750 BC weak leaders, 
drought + overuse of land

invasion + decline 

Achievements of other early civilisations

Communication InventionPharaoh
|

a person sent by 
the gods to rule

Sphinx
impressive 
monument

tombs
shrines to 

dead kings or queens

Buildings

pyramids
mighty burial 

tombs

temples
worship 

gods

obelisk
massive carved 

rock tower

hieroglyphs
symbols for 

writing
|

pictures for 
words

ink
to write 

soot + beeswax

papyrus
like paper  

|

woven from reeds

artwork
evidence of life in 

the past
|

engraved in tomb 
rock 

painted or drawn
|

purpose
|

strict rules for
drawing
painting

|

specific style

Tutankhamun
New Kingdom

|

boy king

Djoser
Old Kingdom

first ‘step’ pyramid

Mentuhotep II
Middle Kingdom

united Egypt

Queen Hatshepsut
New Kingdom
great female 

pharaoh

Akhenaten
New Kingdom

|

changed the gods

Ramesses II
New Kingdom

|

powerful pharaoh

plough
ox drawn tool 

|
cut a trench 

for seeds

irrigation
movement
of water

|
Nile to plants

sickle
short-handed 

tool
cutting crops

River Nile
|

flows from southern high ground 
to northern low ground
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